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WELCOME

Welcome to the VORTECS™ Report – your weekly roundup of ideas 

on how to best leverage the insights offered by Cointelegraph 

Markets Pro amid the burgeoning cryptocurrency market.

This past week has seen a massive wave of green in most price 

charts, with Bitcoin plowing past $60k. 

The Altseason indicator skewed heavily to the right reminds us that 

the altcoin fest is still in full swing as NFT marketplace tokens lead 

the charge.
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Time-based VORTECS strategies are dominating our 

ROI table, with the Buy 90 / Sell at 168 hours 

delivering 1,281% cumulative ROI.  

• Understanding VORTECS™: A word on testing methodology

• Back-tests reveal MASSIVE returns for time-based strategies

• VORTECS™ strategies beating the market: A peek under the hood

• Heroes of 80+ and powerful NewsQuakes™

• Red alert detected!

• Why Markets Pro won’t become a “pumping platform”

• New crypto asset additions

IN TODAY’S REPORT…

https://cointelegraph.com/news/bitcoin-price-focuses-on-55k-as-bulls-ignore-a-surging-us-dollar
https://cointelegraph.com/news/nft-related-altcoins-hit-new-highs-after-bitcoin-price-rallies-to-53k


UNDERSTANDING VORTECS

Constantly live-testing (on real-time data) and back-testing (on historical data) the

performance of a consistent set of trading strategies based on the VORTECS™ score is key to

measuring how much value the model brings to its users.

Our approach is to communicate the results of these tests to you in the most transparent

and comprehensible way possible. The better subscribers understand the platform’s

capabilities and limitations as evidenced by these tests, the more actionable intelligence you

can extract from it.

We have recently updated the Help article breaking down our testing methodology – and 

encourage all users who wish to get a deeper sense of what the Markets Pro algorithm can 

do to get familiar with it.
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https://ctmarketspro.helpscoutdocs.com/article/48-method


TESTING RESULTS

While initially the CT Markets Pro team mainly focused on

testing a batch of trading strategies based on the “Buy at score

X/Sell at score Y” logic, we realized that introducing systematic

selling timeframes present a potentially powerful approach as

well. This week, the first results of time-based strategies’ back-

tests arrived. They are staggering.

Since we made the first public announcement of some of these 

results on Discord, the figures became even more remarkable. 

Here are the average returns generated throughout the testing 

period (Jan. 6 – Mar. 11) from buying assets the moment they 

clear certain VORTECS™ score thresholds and selling them after 

fixed time periods.
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Buy 90 - sell after 168 hours: 1,149%

Buy 80 - sell after 24 hours: 609%

Buy 85 - sell after 168 hours: 588%

Buy 80 - sell after 96 hours: 477%

Buy 85 - sell after 96 hours: 464%

To put this into perspective, Bitcoin 
generated a 74% ROI over the same period, 
while the basket of all alts yielded 257%.

Top time-based strategies 
(cumulative, Jan 5 to March 11)

https://discord.com/channels/806375363901915147/811633915465957397/818482963175309333


TESTING RESULTS

In the last seven days, twenty VORTECS™-powered time-based

strategies outperformed both BTC and the basket of all altcoins

weighted in equal proportions.

It is worth noting how the list of the most successful strategies

is quite different this week from the all-time chart.

This speaks to the fact that there can be a significant week-to-

week variation, driven in part by varying distributions of extreme

VORTECS™ scores (e.g. some weeks might see a good many

assets going over 90, while others just a handful, if any).
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Buy 80/Sell 75: +48%

Buy 80/Sell after 24 hours: +39%

Buy 80/Sell 65: +36%

Buy 85/Sell 65: +33%

Buy 80/Sell 70: +32%

Buy 75/Sell 75: +31%

Buy 85/Sell after 24 hours: +27%

To put this into perspective, Bitcoin 
generated a 19% ROI over the same period, 
while the basket of all alts yielded 20%.

Top strategies
(weekly, March 5 to March 11)



Let’s zoom in on the Buy 80/Sell 75, which yielded 48% over the past 7 days. During this period, it held 21 different 

assets at various times, including USDT when no coin tracked by the model was on or above 80 VORTECS™.

The test started on Mar. 4 with the splitting of the original 1 USD between FTM, SOL, and AMPL – coins that have 

been on or above 80 at that time. 
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VORTECS™ Strategies: A breakdown

The algorithm ended up holding FTM for the longest 
aggregate time compared to all other coins in the portfolio. 

The times when it was holding the asset are represented by 
red rectangles.

RUNE and MATIC were two other top performers whose 
successful stints powered the ultimate gains generated by 
the 80/75 strategy. Other coins might have reached higher 

peak VORTECS™ values, but they ended up spending less 
time in the portfolio because they dropped below 75 quicker.

At the time of this writing, the 80/75 portfolio consists of 
three assets: Chiliz, Fantom, and Enjin.



Few things are as pleasing to observe as a stretch of dark green on the VORTECS™ score line followed by a 

spike in the asset’s price several days after. This week offered quite a few examples of such a sequence.

A spectacular combination of a high VORTECS™ score and a (NewsQuake™-worthy) Kraken listing 

announcement on March 5 (first three red circles on the graph) preceded OCEAN’s price moving from just 

above $1 to over $1.60 on March 7 (the large red circle).
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Much of the movement came 
shortly after the 

Newsquake™ identified by 
Markets Pro which produced 

a 56.97% peak return. 

The news has driven market 
conditions and social activity 

to arrange in a pattern that 
the model recognized as 

historically auspicious for a 
price increase.NewsQuake!



THORChain (RUNE), which is closing the seven-day period 23% up, 

spent most of the days in the higher seventies and lower eighties on 

its VORTECS™ score, culminating in a rally that started on March 8.
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Note how its highest score of 
the week (84, first red circle) 
corresponded to the price of 
$5.51 and came roughly 24 

hours before the price 
started a two-day hike 

towards over $6.70 (second 
red circle).

VORTECS!



PUMP IT UP?

A few folks have wondered at some point: What will happen if the

Markets Pro community becomes large enough for its collective

trading behavior to influence asset prices? Community member Mr

Pete posed this question on Discord this week.

Joshua Frank, CEO of the TIE, made it clear that the decision to track

mid- and high-cap coins is partly informed by a desire to avoid this

consideration.

Cointelegraph Markets Pro does not aim to influence asset price — and

we have specifically noted in our community guidelines that we cannot

(ethically or legally!) endorse, encourage, or allow coordinated

attempts to do so through the platform or on Discord. Please trade fair!
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https://discord.com/channels/806375363901915147/811633544752791624/818686691928834059
https://discord.com/channels/806375363901915147/811633544752791624/818693320359542786


In the past few weeks, low VORTECS™ scores have been scarce. However, a 

score of 31 registered for Enjin (ENJ) on March 4 turned out to be a fine 

example of how such values can foreshadow asset price corrections.
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Enjin’s VORTECS™ hit the
bottom, marked with the first
circle, when the price was
still going up on its way to
$1.30.

Within 36 hours, it rolled
back to $1.16 before picking
up steam again.

VORTECS!

RED ALERT!
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This week, we added support for four new assets:

· Rari Governance Token

· DODO

· COTI

· Handshake

VORTECS™ scores for COTI and Handshake are already live, while RGT and 
DODO are about to get theirs any moment now.

The newbies were so hot that they immediately occupied the leading spots 
of the Twitter volume movers chart.

That’s it for this week. Take care, and always pick your strategies carefully!

WHAT’S NEW?


